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TRENDS & FORECASTING

New Tools To Protect Thought Criminals

By Nicholas West

Last month, we looked at an abundance of evidence to suggest
that the deplatforming and various cancellations we have seen will
morph into an increasing number of thought crimes in the name of
“preventing terrorism” or whichever hate crimes and threats to
public health can be connected.
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“Reining in Big Tech” has become the buzz phrase for those
seeking a political solution. But it should be abundantly obvious by
now that government oversight and intrusion only equals further
control and entrenchment. One look at the FDA, EPA, FCC or
USDA should be convincing enough about where their protections
and loyalties reside. Big Government reining in Big Tech? No
thank you.

Here is a quick snapshot of key articles from just this past month
that frame the breadth of the problem we face and the trend
toward all of the wrong solutions:

● After Cookies, Ad Tech Wants to Use Your Email To Track
You Everywhere

● Aussies Mulling ID for Access to Facebook, Twitter, Tinder
● Dutton Is Coming For Encrypted Messaging
● Section 230 Isn’t The Problem, Payment Networks Are
● Canada to Censor Political Taunts. Implement Internet Kill

Switch.
● CISA Will Use New Authority Over Internet Service Providers

to Fight Ransomware
● Biden Admin Mulls Partnering With Private Firms to Monitor

Extremists
● Leaked Docs Expose Chinese Leader Xi Jinping’s Plan to

Control the Global Internet
● Schwab Wants a Digital Citizenship to Use the Internet

And the crown jewel of thought control this month, which brings it
all right to the doorstep of each one of us: “The Boogaloo
movement has a new strategy.”
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https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/republicans-unveil-new-plan-rein-big-tech
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/04/after-cookies-ad-tech-wants-use-your-email-track-you-everywhere
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/04/after-cookies-ad-tech-wants-use-your-email-track-you-everywhere
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/thats-not-orwellian-orwellian-aussies-mulling-id-access-facebook-twitter-tinder?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+zerohedge%2Ffeed+%28zero+hedge+-+on+a+long+enough+timeline%2C+the+survival+rate+for+everyone+drops+to+zero%29
https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2021/05/acic-encypted-messaging-surveillance-australia/
https://madattheinternet.com/2021/04/07/section-230-isnt-the-problem-payment-networks-are/
https://bombthrower.com/articles/canada-to-censor-political-taunts-constituents-remain-fair-game/
https://bombthrower.com/articles/canada-to-censor-political-taunts-constituents-remain-fair-game/
https://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2021/03/cisa-will-use-new-authority-over-internet-service-providers-fight-ransomware-official-says/172833/
https://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2021/03/cisa-will-use-new-authority-over-internet-service-providers-fight-ransomware-official-says/172833/
https://nypost.com/2021/05/03/biden-admin-may-use-private-firms-to-monitor-extremists/
https://nypost.com/2021/05/03/biden-admin-may-use-private-firms-to-monitor-extremists/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/leaked-docs-expose-chinese-leader-xi-jinpings-plan-control-global-internet
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/leaked-docs-expose-chinese-leader-xi-jinpings-plan-control-global-internet
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/wef/schwab-wants-a-digital-citizenship-to-use-the-internet/?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=cac224edfb8f70f28bd92d06981bc95c8290f64a-1620410635-0-AWOPVy1JulKAWz-KjvCayudbcOwgN0DE8u09DAjuSAKHHYplDL0OBYGsyFPIy4uyGhtV22_bYq2RJOHCuTxaBH4YTK8dqOnj7WDiZFu4fGf14_lBnkVW0gwwFOOPdp3tDBC925PIUN2GCfdTt2nNeLv5qAcsEkA9gZBHh_JlvTPIiL27RscDf59wF1MVrIvA2j0yHAwmL_wE8YjsGl6rH6b9BZjvr7mYqq-NSyMvYrOWbqQiDHJe_tDRBkijURcTfQLMPMfo8pT4t4-nHCrTv9iKgQKKBWkVeXdU5nOgGyi6A1D3v6sghjJoYH4X-qwtO5VEMbwgr7aGdpQy_UtlS7N6sgnUiZf6V_9PSvRNxhO0J1t6q75BBqMyUn0_bU4ptWHIWiDQ4eqr7iZKhHsF0tIssVMyulKfFRdr6P4tyvAKO5_AWYy_kA67rotdB_NLLZnr5SwxgB21K_2WgV7t0ufAa8A0w-Y5nniBpiaDVBbktgQlTMLRRJiEwd1F80qEYCZNI_T63F5_oSFUpaLN3Tf7M2oIpVw8Cv_AArQC9KA8
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/4/16/holdagorism-what-is-the-ideologyoftheboogaloobois
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/4/16/holdagorism-what-is-the-ideologyoftheboogaloobois


Based on the political philosophy “agorism”, it aims to
bleed the government of tax funds through a
“Counter-Economy”, compliance with laws and mandates
given by voters.

The desired result: the collapse of the US government
through “death by a thousand cuts”.

The move marks a divide between the Boogaloo’s base that
eschews government and white nationalist members who
tried to stoke violence during last summer’s Black Lives
Matter protests to start a new civil war.

Magnus Panvidya, a vocal Boogaloo member working to
unite left- and right-wing anti-government groups, told Al
Jazeera the “idea of Agora … that practice is very ubiquitous
almost anyone you speak to” in the Boogaloo.

And an even bigger problem according to these geniuses? “The
Boogaloo movement is decentralised, making it difficult to gauge
agorism’s popularity in the movement.”

White Nationalism, Anti-Semitism and … Agorism? Sure, why
not? To their minor credit, Al-Jazeera at least included comments
from Derrick Broze, but the overall association has now been
established.

Amid all of the negative applications of the tech that the vast
majority of the public has become reliant upon, we stand on the
cusp of a much better direction for those of us who value liberty
and personal responsibility.
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In two of our earliest editions of Counter Markets, I chronicled how
“Big Tech’s Attack on Free Speech is Spawning Their
Replacements” and “Strategies for a Post-Digital World” that both
presented some of the nascent technologies that not only showed
promise at the time, but have helped to pave the way for the
proliferation of even more technologies and products meant to
protect users’ privacy, archive information destined to be
memory-holed, and give opportunities for peer-to-peer encrypted
communications and value transfer. Even projects that are no
longer around in a previous form – like our own CoinText – have
resurfaced in new ways, building upon what came before and
presenting new adaptations to pursue an overall distributed
economy free of persistent government intrusion.

It is amid this backdrop that we find ourselves in a very
encouraging acceleration by developers, service providers, as
well as new adopters seeking education to take on the daunting
task of creating and participating in Web 3.0. No one yet knows
what form it will take, whether the vision of original internet creator
Tim Berners-Lee, or perhaps the initiative started by Quortal to
introduce a completely new blockchain internet structure.

Regardless, the pursuit of better encryption and decentralized
information and value transfer is a massive trend, and there are
countless companies and projects taking part at every stage along
the path away from Web 2.0.

None of the products or services I’ve chosen to highlight below is
sponsored content; this is only intended to be a representation of
some of the most exciting new developments that I have compiled
from trusted sources which back up some of my own research
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https://theconversation.com/tim-berners-lees-plan-to-save-the-internet-give-us-back-control-of-our-data-154130
https://qortal.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/What-is-the-Qortal-Project-March-2021.pdf


and experimentation. I have organized this into 4 key areas –
Personal, Business, Economic and Community – which might help
identify where you want to focus your attention. I also hope this
will illustrate how our individual participation fundamentally affects
how large and resilient this movement can eventually become.

Personal

One of the best places to begin is to examine our current data
leak and data extraction footprint that is part and parcel of the
entirety of the Web 2.0 advertising model.

Chances are that you are among the vast majority who use
Google products in one form or another. The data trove that has
been amassed is mind-boggling and potentially mind-controlling,
as many reports have detailed the increasingly manipulative and
even predictive capabilities of this intelligence gathering.

James Corbett released an outstanding interview recently with
Rob Braxman who focuses on “de-Googling” smartphones (see
here). As Rob explains, smartphones have now become 80% of
where this vast data collection begins. It is all made possible by
the unique device fingerprint and identity attached to it. He details
how you can remove Google from your life by obscuring your
identity. You can visit Rob Braxman’s Odysee channel for many
how-to videos, or visit the Brax.me product store to purchase
de-Googled phones and privacy tools to ensure that you initiate
access to the controlled internet in the safest way.

In the name of competition, I will offer two other sources that have
come highly recommended. The first is from the Ruqqus forum on
privacy which highlighted the Esolutions Shop where you can find
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https://www.corbettreport.com/how-to-de-google-solutionswatch/
https://www.corbettreport.com/how-to-de-google-solutionswatch/
https://odysee.com/$/invite/@RobBraxmanTech:6
https://brax.me/prod/host.php?f=_store&h=rob&p=&version=
https://esolutions.shop/


a solid selection. The second is a company advertised by many in
independent media – Purism. Their “Librem” line of products
includes phones, laptops, a mini-desktop and even servers. While
relatively expensive, these products are proprietary and designed
from the ground up with privacy as a default.

Of course, once online and engaged in any type of search, email
or chat, additional vulnerabilities can be introduced.

VPNs should be part of the arsenal, but as I discussed in a
previous article, many of these have been compromised,
especially the “free” versions. One VPN that I’ve seen
recommended recently from many of the experts cited below is
Cryptohippie. One key feature that jumped out right away is that it
is “multi-hop,” operating through several different companies in
multiple jurisdictions. They also offer e-mail and chat.

Chat has been part of the escape hatch from restricted speech
but, again, it’s not as private as most people imagine. Telegram,
for example, has been revealed to be perfectly prone to
surveillance and censorship, whether it’s from compromised
agreements with Apple or various foreign countries. Even Signal
has come under scrutiny for the permissions granted to various
platforms that do not create encryption by default. There is also a
growing concern that its newfound popularity might result in policy
changes as the pressure mounts. The integration of crypto
payments only makes current concerns more amplified.

A very promising concepts and protocol comes from one of the
original Bitcoin developers, Shammah Chancellor, who spoke with
our Vin recently about “building tools of righteousness” through a
decentralized messaging protocol that offers an uncensorable and
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https://puri.sm/products/
https://www.cryptohippie.com/
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/telegram-recent-haven-far-right-purges-extremist-content-n1254215
https://www.theverge.com/22249391/signal-app-abuse-messaging-employees-violence-misinformation
https://www.theverge.com/22249391/signal-app-abuse-messaging-employees-violence-misinformation
https://cointelegraph.com/news/encrypted-messaging-app-signal-enables-private-payments-using-mobilecoin
https://cointelegraph.com/news/encrypted-messaging-app-signal-enables-private-payments-using-mobilecoin


encrypted means of communication based on the original Bitcoin
principles (see here).

Shammah’s concept centers on attaching Bitcoin to e-mail in
order to assign a cost, known as “reusable proof of work.” This
all-in-one solution integrates a message, a value, and encryption
in an automated way. It’s called StampChat and the societal
implications are profound not only for functional privacy and
censorship-proof communications, but also for the value of the
information and attention we give in the modern digital world
when interacting with Web 2.0.
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This product is still being developed, but you can download a
prototype and begin experimenting at StampChat.io to see what
the future holds for Web 3.0 communications.

Here are two more recommendations to consider that I received
from one of our readers:

● Swisscows anonymous search engine
● Teleguard secure messaging

Business

Obviously, one of the greatest concerns for any digital business is
to find itself in the crosshairs of the latest version of wokeness that
seeks to exterminate its existence. Fortunately, there are now
many services and decentralized platforms that can archive
information to thwart a total loss of one’s trove of information.
Sites like LBRY are doing an admirable job, although they’ve
come under some SEC pressure as of late due their tokenization
function, showing a potential vulnerability. Nevertheless, the
information that already has been archived will remain safe.

James Corbett has continued to highlight his approach by backing
up his site to the Inter-Planetary File System (IPFS). A major
vulnerability with Web 2.0 is the group of domain registrars that
“own” a site’s location and can thus revoke a site’s ability to use
the domain where they operate – basically kicking them off the
World Wide Web completely. Web hosting services can do the
same, as we saw with Parler being taken down by Amazon’s AWS
until they made the proper concessions. Backing up sites through
IPFS can be a long and fairly arduous process, but people like
Mike Swatek continue to help websites migrate to a safer, more
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https://www.stampchat.io/
https://swisscows.com/
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https://lbry.com/
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secure and more permanent place. You can visit Mike here to
learn more about how to safely access IPFS and/or migrate your
information. I would also recommend Vin’s excellent 10-minute
tutorial on IPFS here.

Most recently, I learned of a company called Content Safe that
helps archive information, number one, but also helps websites
distribute the information to the many alternative content
platforms. As a website operator myself, I can tell you that this is a
time-consuming task that is an inherent practical downside to
decentralization. Derrick Broze makes a great point in his
interview with the founder of Content Safe, Matthew Raymer,
when he highlights that it is a positive trend that there is not yet a
single competitor to YouTube, Facebook, et al. – it’s more of a
competition between Big Tech as a whole and the entire new
media group that comprises decentralized information. You can
learn more about Content Safe here.

I would also recommend taking a look at the vast suite of services
offered by Ramiro Romani’s company Above-Agency that offers
customizable privacy services for personal, business and
community use.

Economy

We now know that the State is not satisfied with only silencing its
critics; it aims to shut down our ability to finance our lives. Fiat
currency is now doubly weaponized as debt and exclusion.

The economic transformation started by Satoshi with the invention
of Bitcoin is truly among the greatest gifts to humanity.
Nevertheless, as we’ve seen in the time since, a vision can be led
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https://agorist.market/IPFS.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HYEUoYSZV0
https://theconsciousresistance.com/fighting-big-tech-deletions-with-matthew-raymer/
https://contentsafe.co/about.html
https://above-agency.com/


astray as new players begin to interpret their own use-cases for
this type of technology. The proliferation of new coins with new
protocols and governance – not to mention government-issued
coins – has caused a lot of confusion and misinformation about
what the term “cryptocurrency” even means. Couple this with
centralized exchanges that have welcomed regulatory oversight
and KYC requirements, it’s by no means a fully automatic
rebellion against the State to onramp into this version of the crypto
ecosystem.

This discussion formed the centerpiece for the recent
Decentralized, Distributed and Disruptive Tech Summit (D3)
presented by Derrick Broze and John Bush from
GreaterReset.org. The two-day Summit comprised 10 hours of
key information that I recommend listening to in its entirety.

● Summit Day 1
● Summit Day 2

For this section I would highlight the key points made by Jack
Spirko from The Survival Podcast on Day 1 of the event which you
can find at timestamp 4:40-5:45 (hours). He dispels many of the
myths surrounding privacy in the crypto community, as well as the
rising popularity of Zcash and Monero as “privacy coins.” While
monumentally better than most, it is the new kid on the block –
Pirate Chain and its coin ARRR – that seems to offer the highest
level of privacy. To make his point, Jack has posted his Pirate
Chain address for anyone to try and determine how much that
address holds. Jack’s main issue, and one that will have to
become far more prevalent if we are going to appeal to people’s
need for convenience, is privacy by default. Without that, we will
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http://greaterreset.org/
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find ourselves in the position of Zcash where he estimates only
6% of transactions are actually completely private.

You can learn more about Pirate Chain and its coin, as well as
how to obtain a wallet here.

I would also recommend the great list of other key privacy links
and resources, including decentralized exchanges without KYC
that Jack put together for his D3 presentation here.

At the very least, be sure to keep your holdings in a non-custodial
wallet and trade peer-to-peer whenever possible. My personal
favorite is the Guarda Wallet, but Paul Puey from Edge Wallet
made a convincing case for his product during D3, including plans
to include Pirate as soon as possible. You can hear him speak in
a roundtable of experts discussing how to acquire, store and trade
crypto privately starting at hour 1:37 here.
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https://pirate.black/
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Community

Once we have taken back control over our personal and
economic privacy, we can begin to more effectively build outward
and move even farther from the reaches of government control.

There are some extremely exciting developments underway in the
area of localized community building based on mutual
decentralized trade networks. These systems incorporate all of
the mechanisms that we’ve come to know about how
communities are built and financed, but done within an
autonomous tokenized economic system. Once established, each
community can interoperate and communicate completely without
establishment banking or traditional governance. This lays the
groundwork for incorporating the “hippie” ideas of extreme
localism and opting-out, but empowered with the most modern
forms of technology and economics, all underpinned by
cryptography.

These concepts are explored thoroughly in the “Decentralized and
Innovative Tech for Community Building” at timestamp 1:15-2:15
(hours) on Day 2 of the D3 Summit. The panel addresses the
many challenges that arise when designing and implementing
anonymous and distributed systems of trade; in particular the
need for reputational scoring that is far easier to manage and
verify in centralized systems. As we have seen, however, this is a
key problem in need of a solution when we have full-on social
credit scores being implemented by governments and their
corporate partners.
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The group covers many topics including on-chain credit
worthiness without the need for legacy credit bureaus, community
computing, mesh networks and much more. The vision that
emerges is one of a techno-commune of sorts that focuses on
building strong communities as opposed to large communities. As
the panel notes, however, this type of nodal structure takes much
more time and will require a mental shift away from convenience
being the top priority to a place where privacy and liberty become
paramount. It’s also encouraging to note that most of these
projects have fully come online just in the past several weeks.

The participants and their individual projects can be found here:

David Casey: ReSource Network – Local peer-to-peer trade and
barter network in Asheville, NC for business and freelancers to
exchange value with the network’s own currency and token-based
uncollateralized lending system. Once fully established, the
network plans to expand nationwide.

Matt McKibbin: Decentranet – A fully decentralized blockchain
network of entrepreneurs connecting all aspects of startups and
business management: operations and finance; access to capital
and investor relations; marketing and communications as well as
event organizing and education.

Jordan Larsen: Civil X – This is a cooperative based media
platform for accessing training, workshops, co-op workspaces,
online team-building and resource sharing. It’s a fascinating
merger between permaculture concepts and ultra high tech that
incorporates augmented reality and gamified community building
and resource management.
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https://www.resourcenetwork.co/
https://decentranet.com/
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Bill Ottman: Minds.com – One of the best alternative social media
communities incorporating censorship-resistant tech as well as
monetized content. He offers the technical details behind the
challenges of incorporating Web 3.0 elements. Bill also covers the
importance of maintaining an open-source ethos in order to speed
the process of community building and maintain transparency.

Andrew Berkowitz: Socialstack – A social token protocol to create
standalone crypto economies, NFTs, and crowdfunding
campaigns.

Also see the article “How We Become the Social Safety Net” from
author Max Borders discussing Distributed Income Support
Cooperatives. These systems aim to counter the centralized calls
for a Universal Basic Income.

Closing Thoughts

The State will always use fringe threats to justify its surveillance
and control. Moreover, it will continue to artificially recategorize
those threats to become more inclusive for greater numbers of
people, i.e., “domestic terrorism.”

While hugely impactful, the real threats of online pedophiles,
cyber criminals, and actual terrorists can never justify the mass
digital roundup of those with opposing viewpoints, or simply those
who wish to opt-out of whatever particular State is laying claim to
their person, income, or thoughts.

I agree wholeheartedly with Jack Spirko who states that avoiding
technology is not a sound long-term solution for our predicament.
Instead, we must design the technological tools that enable
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peaceful, yet conclusive, resistance in what amounts to a literal
war upon individual privacy and sovereignty.

Once we begin to understand the strength behind a nodal
structure of decentralized and distributed systems it becomes
clear how vital it is that each of us participate. As we can see, the
mounting intrusions of the State have only spurred a heightened
urgency to develop new protections, and a whole new wave of
consumers is beginning to see the value of these tools. Now, if we
can ever make privacy convenient…

Also see: The Hitchhiker’s Guide to Online Anonymity
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The Most Valuable Asset To Any Entrepreneur

By Vin Armani

Last week I found myself sucked into a YouTube rabbit hole of
channels that expose “get rich easy” grifters and their programs.
One series that I found particularly entertaining is called
Contrepreneur Bingo. The series is structured as a sort of bingo
game where the host watches marketing seminars for
“entrepreneur gurus” like Tony Robbins, Grant Cardone, and Tai
Lopez, looking for typical tricks-of-the-trade, which the host then
marks off on a bingo card.
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The more I watched, the more difficult it became for me to figure
out who, in the narrative, had the most tragic position. Obviously,
the everyday “normie” who is spending sometimes thousands of
dollars on courses is tragic. The gurus themselves also seemed
tragic to me, especially when their grift was being laid bare in a
stinging critique. I also began to see the people making the videos
as quite tragic as well. These were monetized productions with
sometimes hundreds of thousands of views. Individuals were
making a career out of “exposing” these gurus, at least
subconsciously understanding that they were preaching to the
choir and not actually “helping” anyone in real life.

It is unlikely these “guru exposed” videos actually make a dent in
the income of the gurus. In all three cases (the grifter, the mark,
and the critic), what I was watching were erstwhile
“entrepreneurs” behaving in an unhealthy way that made me
cringe.

In this month’s article, I want to share thoughts relating to my own
orientation toward entrepreneurship that has arisen over the years
and has given me a foundation on which to build a lifestyle
focused on the physical, mental, and spiritual health of myself and
those around me.

Working on Counter Markets and growing the community of
readers and contributors has been a highly meaningful
experience for me, in no small part because the individuals
involved are “following their passion.” That term can be cliché. It’s
thrown around so much, even by the “contrepreneurs” out there
who are selling snake oil. However, throughout my life, and
among the entrepreneurs I have come to respect, the orientation
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toward goals and activities that reflect strong hopes and
aspirations is a constant. When I have remained oriented toward
those projects that I feel truly passionate about, I have had a
much higher success rate than when I pursued “interesting and
potentially profitable business ideas.”

MY most sustainable business ventures have been those which I
would happily have pursued, with significant devotion, without
compensation. Early on in a new venture, I will often stop and ask
myself, “If you had to pay to build this business, with absolutely no
hope of it ever generating any income, would you still find this
project to be meaningful?” It’s a worthy question because, even in
the case of an entrepreneurial venture that ends up being
profitable, initial years of operating at a loss or barely breaking
even is not an unexpected reality. If you aren’t so passionate
about the project that you “would do it for free,” it is highly unlikely
that you will be able to stick out the building phase, where you are
working without compensation.

It is an orientation toward meaningful projects, those ventures that
truly capture your imagination and give you a sustained sense of
meaning and challenge as you pursue them, that incentivizes
physical health for an entrepreneur. When your body is in a
healthy state, you are able to work on your ventures more
diligently and with a greater sense of bodily well-being. I know
that I have had times in my life where I was unsatisfied and
unmotivated in my professional life. In those moments, my desire
to maintain a healthy physical state was greatly reduced. Why
should I watch my diet and get adequate sleep if all I was doing
was waking up to go back to the grind? In fact, in those days I
relished eating unhealthy junk food as a form of physical and
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emotional pleasure. When you are following your passion and
your vision is focused on a bright future beyond the immediate,
the desire for physical health through delayed gratification will
often simply fall in line. When you are pursuing a meaningful
endeavor that truly shines forth, you are more likely to envision
yourself in a state of health as you pass each milestone. Your
vision of the future guides your behavior in the present when it
comes to diet, exercise, sleep, and medical health.

The entrepreneurial activities that are most aligned to my
passions and interests necessarily keep me mentally engaged at
a high level. On the other side of the spectrum is the
“mind-numbing job,” employment where all you want to do while
you are on the clock is find some mental distraction to get you
through a shift. In the age of COVID, where so many of these
positions have moved to online and remote, there isn’t even the
act of traveling to a physical location to keep you focused on the
task at hand.

To the contrary, I always know that the venture in which I am
involved is aligned with my passions because I find myself not
only focused on the tasks at hand during the workday but eager to
spend time planning and envisioning new solutions to existing
problems even in my spare time. This voluntary focus invariably
leads me to be more organized in my daily activities and
exponentially more productive overall.

There are endless stories about the startup founder who stays
working in the office until the wee hours of the morning. I’ve been
there. I don’t consider myself a workaholic by any measure, but
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when my purpose and my passions are aligned, my mental clarity,
and overall intellectual bandwidth, is greatly increased.

When your endeavor is mentally stimulating, and when the
problems you encounter are just on the edge of your competence,
you will be driven to acquire greater skill and knowledge in the
subject matter at hand in order to solve those problems. There is
no mental growth in the mind-numbing job, but the passion-filled
entrepreneurial pursuit is, invariably, a source of self-education
and evolution.

There have been many times in my life when an otherwise
unprofitable entrepreneurial endeavor left me, after several
months of intense learning, in an entirely new professional pay
grade thanks to both newly acquired skills and demonstrated
application of those skills in the real world as I was building my
business. On more than one occasion, I have leveraged such a
“level up” into lucrative contracting work with major companies.

Spiritual health, as I have come to understand it, is almost
completely determined by a perceived sense of meaning
associated with your day-to-day activities. There is much talk of
Western Culture experiencing an ongoing “meaning crisis” and I
believe that analysis is spot on. In the last several generations,
there has been an alienation of “the worker” from the customer.
The problem with this alienation is, in the professional life of many
people, they don’t get the feeling that they are solving problems
for other people. Solving the problems of your community, being
of use to others, is the primary source of a sense of meaning.

Think of the traditional small businessperson of previous
generations. He or she would, on a regular basis, have welcomed
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known members of the community into a place of business and
solved some pressing problem. In such a case, not only was
revenue gained, but true appreciation was regularly expressed by
both parties involved in the exchange. This formerly common
experience is becoming increasingly rare. A customer interacting
with a corporation doesn’t necessarily view the employees as
having personally solved their problem or met their needs. Where
the small business person goes into the shop every day
well-aware of the good that shop does in the world, the corporate
employee, even if they take home more yearly income than the
shopkeeper, doesn’t have the same deep sense of meaning about
their professional activities.

This dynamic is why I have found it incredibly important to spend
time on endeavors that truly solve problems and give me the
opportunity to engage and interact with my customers. This has
necessarily meant that my businesses stay relatively small and
aren’t always built to scale greatly, but my spiritual health is able
to be maintained in top form by requiring that level of “intimacy” in
my business dealings.

As an entrepreneur, you must seek profit. That is quite different
than “seeking money.” In order for your business to be
sustainable, it must take in more revenue than you spend
acquiring said revenue. If you cannot reach that milestone of
profitability, you won’t be able to keep your business in operation.
However, unlike the message propagated by the
“contrepreneurs,” the ultimate entrepreneurial aim is not mere
financial acquisition. A truly successful entrepreneur is a person
who is able to engage in meaningful work, about which they are
passionate, over an extended period of time. Such an orientation
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is a path to health of your total being. It is being a picture of
holistic health that makes you the beacon of light so needed in
this Dim Age.
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WEALTH

Best Informal Side Hustles During the Dim Age and Great
Reset

By Jeff Paul

The informal market provides vast opportunities for side hustles
during the Dim Age and Great Reset of the world economy. The
future looks like higher taxes and stricter regulations in the formal
market (using banks and large corporations). The informal market
is where you conduct private business with locals or online
customers without a formal company. It’s business between “you,
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me, and the fence post” as Jack Spirko often says. In other
words, it’s ignoring the state and transacting under the table.

It appears that a vaccine passport will be required to participate in
the formal economy in the near future. Indeed this is a huge threat
to freedom but it won’t doom the unvaccinated to starvation. In
fact, it creates opportunities to provide goods and services to the
remnant. If unvaccinated people are prevented from shopping at
stores, they’re going to have to buy things from somewhere else.
You could be the one who provides them with what they need and
desire.

To be fair, it is difficult to “get rich” with an informal side hustle.
However, even if you only make $20K from your side gig, that’s
equivalent to making much more in the formal economy due to
lack of taxation and other costs. But much more profit is possible.

Last week, Ivan, the landscaper who mows my lawn, delivered
organic compost to my house using his dump truck. I paid him
$220 in cash for the delivery because he doesn’t have a bank
account. His lawn service was included in my rent but I know he
charges $150 for each mowing (twice a month and reliable as a
clock). Ivan is from Guatemala, about 5’3” tall, and speaks okay
English. Despite those challenges, Ivan runs two crews with nice
used trucks and all the necessary landscaping equipment. And he
is always busy.

Ivan makes MUCH more than $20K a year without citizenship, a
formal business, website, or a bank account. And he has acquired
capital equipment probably worth around $60K – fully paid for.
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If Ivan can accomplish this, what can you achieve? You likely
have significant advantages compared to Ivan, the least being
your perfect English.

Side hustles require skills and hard work. Some would say
passion is critical, too, as Vin points out above, because it’s fuel
for hard work and commitment – and is the path to a meaningful
life.

If you already have a stable income, you have the luxury of
choosing a side hustle that you’re also passionate about. And if
you have gained valuable skills, it is likely the result of following a
passion in the first place.

Take inventory of your skills and look for market opportunities to
apply them.

Valuable Skills In Good Times or Bad

Skills are valuable no matter the state of the economy. They are
truly the most secure form of wealth.

It’s helpful to identify skills for online or in real life (IRL). Both are
valuable in times like these, and when combined, you can amplify
your results.

Valuable online skills include coding, writing, graphic design,
marketing, photo and videography, story-telling and platform
expertise.
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Valuable IRL skills are things like construction, carpentry,
wood-working, plumbing, electrical, mechanical, operating
machinery, gardening, animal husbandry, negotiating,
cooperation, arts and crafts, cleaning, teaching, cooking, medical,
and organization.

All of these skills and more can easily be turned into profitable
side hustles.

Informal Side Hustles Online

Making money online is simple. However, making money
informally online is a challenge. A YouTuber who makes money
from Google ads, or an Amazon seller will receive tax documents
for that income. Although they may not use a formal company to
earn that income, it is still on-grid.

The most accessible informal online side hustles are private
contract work for clients like building websites, coding an app,
writing an article or sales copy, making logos, editing video,
managing ads, and so on. I say “private contract work” because
when you use platforms like Fiverr or Upwork to promote and sell
your services, that income is on-grid.

Selling products or services from your own website is preferred.
Use big platforms, not to monetize, but to drive traffic to your site.
For example, if you build websites, you can publish a free ebook
on Amazon with links to your site. Or you can make YouTube
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videos or other media to attract potential clients/customers to your
web property.

John Bush’s site MyBraveBotanicals.com is a good example.
John sells kratom, CBD and other items with clouded legality.
He’s been deplatformed by most payment processors and sells
primarily for crypto, keeping much of his business private. John
uses YouTube and other social media to drive traffic to his
products.

Sal Mayweather applies a similar strategy for his site
3Dprintergobrrr.com. However, I think Sal uses Shopify and
Coinbase to process sales. This is more on-grid than it could be.

The purest example is how Vin sells his books at VinArmani.com.
He only sells them for cryptocurrency using a non-custodial
payment application. He uses large platforms to attract customers
to a web property that he fully controls and all sales are private.

Building an income this way may be slower than simply activating
Google ads on videos or selling bulk items on Amazon. But I’m
sure it also took our landscaper Ivan a long time to build his
reputation as reliable and meticulous in order for him to get where
he is, and online work is much less rigorous.

Thankfully, some new platforms can help with both. Post content
to SoMee.social or to Odysee.com and you may earn
cryptocurrency while also promoting your product or service.

Informal Side Hustles IRL
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For the past 10 years, I’ve been primarily focused on creating
online income, but I recently started evaluating side hustles in real
life. As my kids get older, we encourage them to earn income
without a traditional job so they are exploring side hustles like
drone filming for realtors and surveyors, selling plants started
from seed or cloned, buying sports card collections from locals
and reselling valuable finds on eBay, and more.

On recent episodes of The Survival Podcast, Jack Spirko has
mentioned various side hustles that he dabbles with including
selling duck eggs, sweet potato slips, and large goldfish that he
raised in his aquaponic systems. Again you may not get rich from
activities like these, but you could make enough to pay for your
livestock feed and inputs for your garden - making your personal
production pure profit.

IRL side hustles are less scalable than online pursuits because
your time and local client base are limited. Your profit depends
entirely on your goals and effort put into your side hustle. If your
goal is to replace your day job income, you’ll likely have to commit
to long hours.

Given current economic circumstances, there are a few IRL side
hustles that may provide better opportunities for profit than others.
For instance, the lockdowns caused a huge surge in online sales
and food deliveries.

Amazon saw sales surge by 44% and Uber reported a 24%
increase in bookings in Q1 of 2021 mainly due to growth in its
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delivery business. Residential real estate prices have surged
everywhere outside of cities as available inventory dwindles to
all-time lows. Prices of materials, food, collectibles and other
items are also spiking, creating countless opportunities. And due
to a generation raised on computer screens, competent and
reliable craftsmen and tradesmen are in severe short supply and
have more work than they can handle.

Here are a few side hustles that may be lucrative in this
environment:

Deliveries: Our last two orders from Target were delivered by a
Mercedes SUV and a $50K-dollar diesel pickup truck. Delivery
and couriers can make good money right now. If you have a truck,
like Ivan, you can advertise delivering materials like compost,
wood chips, firewood, crushed stone, etc. on Craigslist, Nextdoor
or FB marketplace. Price these materials from local suppliers and
place your ads. Just two deliveries a week could yield around
$1000/month.

Construction: In this environment, any construction gig is a
viable hustle from small side work for clients to building spec
homes for your own profit. Fences, decks, kitchen remodels,
house painting, roofing, flooring, masonry, rain gutters, or pretty
much anything to do with building or maintaining homes is a good
bet. Rising demand for these services has revealed a huge deficit
in construction workers.

Salvaging: With the price of lumber and other materials going
through the roof, salvaging may prove to be a lucrative side
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hustle. When we lived in Costa Rica, I noticed that very little goes
to waste in the developing world. Broken items did not end up in
the landfill. They were salvaged and repaired. America may be
entering a phase where it is preferable to repair and reuse items
than to acquire them new. A good side hustle may be demo
services for home remodelers to salvage cabinets, doors,
windows, 2x4s, etc. from those jobs and re-sell them.

Re-Seller: Part of salvaging is re-selling. Finding goods cheaper
than their market value and flipping them is another side hustle
with potential. It’s the model of billion-dollar retail businesses, but
it can be done informally via hunting for underpriced items at
garage sales, Craigslist or FB sellers, or online and then re-selling
them. It's the strategy my son is deploying for sports cards. This
strategy can easily be scaled into an on-grid business buying
goods wholesale and re-selling them on Amazon.

Food: Producing and selling premium seeds, plants, fruit and
vegetables, eggs, milk, livestock and prepared foods is
achievable for anyone and it’s always in demand. Food prices
have been rising for the past 11 months in a row. If that trend
continues, quality food production could prove to be one of the
most lucrative informal side hustles.

Lessons: Learn. Do. Teach. We’ve been trying to find craftsmen
for years to help mentor our boys in various skills. I recently hired
an acquaintance to mentor my oldest in firearm safety. Put an ad
on Craigslist or local homeschool groups about something you
can teach. You may be surprised at how many students you
attract, especially with the explosion of new homeschoolers. If
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you’re a craftsman, you can also find affordable apprentices this
way.

Mechanic: Mechanic skills offer countless side hustles, from
buying broken equipment-fixing it-and flipping it, renting out your
equipment, to offering mobile mechanic services to clients. Again,
with prices rising and supply chains stretched, more people may
opt to fix things rather than upgrade the moment something
breaks.

Land Works: Landscaping, earth works, tree felling, brush
clearing, wood chipping, sawmilling, equipment rental,
permaculture design, and garden building are just some of the
opportunities for side hustles involving land works. These services
are always valuable, but with rising costs and occupational
shortages, it is an opportune time to get started.

These side hustles offer obvious value to customers, clients or
buyers. They provide practical needs in a time when they are
exploding in cost and in short supply. And they can all be done
informally. Opportunities are everywhere if you’re just willing to
look and take action.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin prices chopped around for most of last month. It appears
that month after month of gains has finally led to some price
consolidation. April started off around the $60K level, and we
quickly shot up above $64K by mid-month. After that, prices
dropped sharply to about $49K as profit takers entered the
market. After that sell-off, prices climbed back up to the $57K
level we’re at today. Given the massive gains we’ve seen with
BTC lately, this pullback was actually quite minor, and the buying
interest on the brief dip below $50K was very strong.

As we mentioned last month, $50K is the new psychological
barrier for Bitcoin. Just like $10K, and $25K, we expect Bitcoin to
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hover around this level for a while, testing it several times, before
finally building a trusted floor that prices can take off from.

The entire crypto ecosystem has really taken off lately as the
decentralized finance boom shows no signs of slowing. Bitcoin
and ETH holders can now earn generous yields, thereby
compounding their positions, while taking minimal risk. Even
users who want to hold FDIC insured stablecoins like USDC,
BUSD, and GUSD can earn close to 10% interest at BlockFi, and
they can elect to be paid that 10% in USD or the crypto of their
choice.

In a yield starved market, these juicy interest rates have investors
throwing money into the crypto market at a record pace. In the
past 3 months alone we’ve seen the market cap of the entire
crypto market climb from $1.1 trillion to $2.4 trillion today, a well
over 100% move in just 3 months. While it’s wise to be on bubble
alert here, as there is a fair amount of leverage built into these
prices, the demand for major coins continues to outpace the
supply nearly every day.

On the news front, Coinbase successfully debuted on the
NASDAQ with a very high-profile IPO. This is the first crypto
exchange to enter the public market, and it’s almost guaranteed
to pave the way for further exchanges to go public. We also have
the S&P now offering up 3 indices – a BTC Index, ETH Index, and
Crypto Mega Cap Index – which will be a combination of BTC and
ETH. No word yet if there will be any derivatives/options trading
made available based on these index prices, but knowing Wall
Street, it seems like the next step here.
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We also heard from Facebook that they’re getting back into the
crypto game after all. The Libra project flopped as institutional
investors ran away from the project once Congress started
voicing their opposition. Facebook has quietly re-branded the
project, and is hoping to release a new coin in the coming weeks.
The only difference is that this one will be a US Dollar backed
coin, rather than backed by a basket of international currencies
and cryptos. That plan was viewed as a threat to the global
dominance of the US Dollar, which is why Congress took aim at
FB. This new coin being backed by the US dollar is far more likely
to win regulatory approval. Facebook’s audience is truly massive,
and if they can onboard billions of users and bring them into the
crypto market, the ripple effects will be felt throughout the entire
crypto ecosystem.

We also had the latest earnings from PayPal on May 5th, showing
its best quarterly performance in the company’s history, driven in
large part by the crypto earnings, which were said to be growing
by leaps and bounds. PayPal also announced it would introduce
crypto buying/selling and transferring within its Venmo application,
which should bring in hordes of new users.

It seems month after month, it’s all positive news on the crypto
front. It won’t take much for BTC to form a steady base at $50K
and start the climb towards $75K. Remember, crypto markets
move amazingly fast, so while gold and silver may take 4-5
months to consolidate and break out of trading zones, Bitcoin will
do this in 3-4 weeks easily. Any pullbacks in price have been
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short lived lately, so for those waiting on the sidelines, it’s
probably best to hop in before things take off again.

For anyone interested in earning 8-10% on a USD stablecoin, or
6% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.
https://countermarkets.com/crypto

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using
BlockFi to take your first position. They’ve recently added support
for ACH transfers, and they offer a nice signup bonus and interest
rate in Bitcoin and several other cryptocurrencies. Be careful with
your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable
losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price swings of
50% or more in a matter of days.

Silver Update

Silver clocked some solid gains last month, moving up in price by
about 15%. We started off April around $24 per ounce, and
moved steadily higher all month long, to about the $27.50 level
we’re at today. We’ve been chopping around in this $24-$28
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range with silver since August of last year. That’s 9 full months of
consolidation, testing upper ranges, lower ranges, and just setting
up a trading base. This is a prime example of why precious
metals markets are considered boring, as most traders can’t
stand watching an asset move so little over such a long time
period.

We are approaching the upper end of the range now, and the
closer we get to the $29 level, the more likely we’ll set up for a
nice price breakout. Chances are we’re still several weeks away
from that happening though.

Nothing has really changed with the long-term investment thesis
with regards to gold and silver. Interest rates are still very low,
economic stimulus is still in effect, and inflation is still guaranteed.
We’ve seen prices climb for basic building materials by over
400% in the past 18 months. Home prices are hitting record
highs, as are the equities markets. When cheap dollars come
flooding into the market, combined with a fixed supply of goods
and services, there’s really only one possible outcome: price
inflation. Gold and silver have been the time-tested antidote to
inflation for thousands of years, and we expect them to continue
serving that purpose.

Near term, however, prices are probably going to chop around
some more, as a 15% move in 1 month for silver is considered a
large swing. It wouldn’t surprise us to see silver pull back a dollar
or two from these levels before eventually making its way out of
this trading range and heading significantly higher.
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The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still far too
high. Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $12
over spot, meaning you’ll pay about $39 for a coin with $27 worth
of silver content. That’s a 44% premium to spot, and we really
can’t suggest you buy at these levels. On the other hand, if you
have any physical silver to sell and can collect this premium, that
would probably be a wise choice.

Looking at coin prices at the dealers, Australian Kangaroos,
Canadian Maple Leafs, and South African Krugerrands are selling
for about half the premium that American Eagles are. These coins
are 99.9% silver, and contain just as much silver content as the
Eagles, they just cost about $6 less per coin each. If you’re
looking to acquire physical bullion, these coins offer a far better
value for the time being. Physical silver supply does seem to be
back in stock at most retailers, so as time goes on we expect to
see the premiums on all coins come back closer to the historical
average of 10-15%.

Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 68,
which wasn’t that far off the 20-year average of 60. At this time,
we’re down to 67, so not much change over the past month. If
silver were to hit just over $30, we’d be right at the 20-year
long-term average. Given the price swings lately, that could
happen anytime in the next few weeks.

While silver is no longer historically undervalued relative to gold, it
is still likely to outperform gold in terms of percentage moves,
both up and down, as it tends to be the more volatile of the two
metals. Be prepared for some added volatility in the next several
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weeks, as the many asset classes are in bubble territory. Stocks,
real estate, collectibles, crypto, etc. everything is hitting all-time
highs lately. Should the rug get yanked out, we could see gold
and silver move far more quickly that anticipated.

If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion we suggest you wait
until spot prices have come back to earth. For those of you who
don't mind paying these high premiums, we’d encourage you to
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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